
December R-D News offers winter activities, sales and this months freebee

December R-D Bike Shop News

Greetings from Don & Ruth at R-D Bike Shop,

We bring news of a sale! If it is still here it is on sale-can be applied to all bikes in

stock. We have adult bicycles in several styles and sizes,(comfort, hybrid,

mountain, 29er, crank forward), as well as BMX bikes.

The shop is decorated for Christmas with a live tree in the window. We enjoy its

fragrance all day long. The tree is decorated with a mixture of traditional ornaments

and gift ideas.

Our weather to date has been unusual, even for Ohio. We have experienced 60

degree days and mornings featuring hard frost and nose chilling 20's. We offer

winter gloves and wool caps if you are still enjoying a ride outdoors.

Redfeather
Snowshoes-made
in the USA

We offer hiking snowshoes by

Redfeather: Snowshoes are fitted

by your weight with your outdoor

clothing. Also, there are

snowshoes for men and women.

The Redfeather snowshoes offer a

Live Action hinge that lifts the tail

of the snowshoe with every step.

The women's shoes are narrower

to accommodate the woman's

natural stride. The woman's

version is also lighter than the

mans so the action is easier on the

woman's hips and knees.

Holiday Gift Ideas

The tree is festooned with

many stocking stuffer

ideas: lights, bells, BMX

pedals, and streamers. We

also have in stock a variety

of bells, locks, pumps and

bags.

Indoor
Trainers
Now that winter is

upon us going for

a ride outdoors is

not as much fun,

riding indoors is

one way to

maintain your

fitness level.

Currently we have a

couple of different

options in trainers.

The Minoura Mag

B60R offers a

remote cable you

can hook onto your

handlebar to

increase the

pedaling resistance.

The ultimate fun is

the Rock and Roller

by Kurt Kenetic!
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Our mailing address is:

128 2nd St NW, Barberton, OH 44203

You need energy for your
shopping. Mention this
newsletter and we will help
you !
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